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MEDIA INFO

IN ADDITION TO ITS THREE SITES, ATS GROUP PRESENTED ITS NEW SITE 
FOR TECHNICAL TEXTILE AT THE PRESTIGOUS FAIR EUROSATORY 2024

Date: 17 June 2024

Paris, France 17 June 2024 - ATS Group is one of the largest exhibitors at the most significant 
event for the defense industry – Eurosatory 2024 in Paris, where it presents four sites for the 
first time this year. The event gathers more than 2000 exhibitors from 62 countries, 62000 
visitors from 150 countries, 400 fighting vehicles and airplanes. Eurosatory does not only 
gather manufacturers but also more than 250 official delegations from more than 96 countries, 
experts, researchers, investors and journalists working on defense and security. Based on size, 
Eurosatory again proved to be the most significant international fair devoted to defense, land 
and air security. Starting from this year, ATS has been manufacturing technical textile ATS UD 
230 necessary for the production of most ballistic products. ATS GROUP is the only Macedonian 
company that participates in world-famous security fairs. At Eurosatory 2024 the company 
presented its world-famous ballistic products and equipment and the new areas in which it 
operates and competes with the largest industry manufacturers in the world. The company 
has leading engineering expertise, machines and tools for ammunition production. Learn more 
about its newly launched products: maneuver bullet, steel core bullets and ammunition parts 
produced using its own 4.0 IoT technology. Long-awaited artillery ammunition solutions are 
coming soon!

Seated in Skopje, ATS GROUP is a modern Macedonian corporation consisting of four 
companies, three of which in Skopje and one in Samokov, with more than 500 staff and 
40-years experience. They work to the highest standards producing a wide range of products 
with globally recognized quality, which is made evident by their numerous achievements and 
awards. ATS GROUP manufactures composite products for ballistic protection and ballistic 
safety designed for the army and the police. In addition, the company produces small caliber 
ammunition, as well as a production line for the development of the whole ensemble of 
ammunition production machinery, thereby increasing its export potential and implementing 
its development plan and mission every year in a row.

The fair was organized in 1967 for the first time and there has been an increasing number of 
participants, exhibitors and visitors. Currently it is No. 1 fair in its category. The French fair 
gathers defense and security professionals from all over the world every two years. Exhibitors 
demonstrated the use of drones, robots, new technologies and armoured vehicles. Throughout 
the whole week, in addition to exhibitors’ dynamic demonstrations, armed forces and security 
departments demonstrated how they handle the newly developed technologies.

Starting from this year, ATS has been manufacturing technical textile 
ATS UD 230 necessary for the production of most ballistic products.


